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I Provide for the application of United States law,
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0 Provide that Historypin
terminating the agreement or changing the Terms and Conditions,

0 Provide that NARA will not share material which consists of (or is linked to)
any spyware, adware, computer virus, Trojan horse, worm, keystroke logger.
rootkit, time-bomb or other malicious or technologically harmful material;
0 Provide that NARA will not attempt to gain unauthorized access to our Services,
the server on which our Services are stored or any server, computer or
database connected to our Website. NARA will not attack Historypin’s Website
via a denial-of-service attack or a distributed denial—of~service attack.
In the event the parties are not able to reach a mutually agreeable Terms and
Conditions
of use within 90 days of the date of this MOUS. this agreement shall
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terminate and NARA will no longer utilize the Hi storypin platforms.
In the event the parties are able to reach a mutually agreeable Terms and Conditions of
use agreement, that agreement shall be deemed to be effective from the date NARA first
began use of the Historypin platforms.
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with Historypin archival content which NARA believes to be in the public domain and
for which there are known use or access restrictions. In the event anyone asserts a valid
US, copyright interest in NARA provided content to Historypin or NARA, NARA will
immediately remove the content from the Historypin web site. Any content provided as
a "story" by NARA staff will be in the public domain.
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